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Session Objectives
As a result of attending this training, you will be able to: 

• Discuss the context in which positive classroom behavioral support 
(PCBS) practices are implemented

• Identify critical positive classroom behavior support (PCBS) 
practices

• Describe the key elements of effective professional development 
and implementation systems to support staff

• Provide an overview of the VT Classroom Behavior Practice 
Coaching (CPBC) Model

• Provide an example of CBPC in action 

Good Teaching
Classroom 
Management

Student 
Achievement

Behavior problems disrupt learning
Engaging learning prevents behavior problems

(Gest & Gest, 2005; Stronge, Ward and Grant, 2011)

Goal of Teaching
• 12% of public school teachers leave within 2 years 
• 50% leave within 5 years

United States, we have a problem!

Why do teachers leave?

Most consistently listed factors:
• Lack of pedagogical training 
• School environment
• Poor student behavior & 

motivation 

(Boyd, Grossman, Ing, Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2011; Chesley & Jordan, 2012; Feng, 2006; Halford, 
1998; Henke, Zahn, & Carroll, 2001; Ingersoll, 2001; Ingersol, Merril, May, 2012; Johnson & Birkeland, 
2003; Kukla-Acevedo, 2009; Lane, Wehby, & Barton-Arwood, 2005; Luekens, Lyter, Fox, & Changler, 
2004; Stough, 2006; Torres, 2012; Zabel & Zabel, 2002)

Supporting teachers in classroom PBIS is critical 
for our teachers, schools, and our state!

• Teachers typically receive little pre- or in-service training 
in classroom management 
(Begeny & Martens, 2006; Freeman, Simonsen, Briere, & MacSuga, in 
press; Markow, Moessner, & Horowitz, 2006; Special Education 
Elementary Longitudinal Study, 2001, 2002, 2004; Wei, Darling-
Hammond, & Adomson, 2010)

• Multi-component training packages (didactic training + 
coaching + performance feedback + etc.) result in desired 
behavior change, especially when trained skills are 
effective
(Abbott et al., 1998; Hiralall & Martens, 1998; Madsen, Becker, & 
Thomas, 1968; Freeman et al., in preparation; The Metropolitan Area 
Child Study Research Group & Gorman-Smith, 2003; Rollins et al., 
1974) 

Why aren’t we doing “it”?  
What do we know from the empirical literature?
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We can do this!
• We need to support teachers’ implementation 

of evidence-based classroom management 
practices… and we can!
– We know what evidence-based classroom 

management practices look like
– We have a science to support implementation
– We have tools to describe and illustrate what 

implementing evidence based classroom 
management “looks like”

• So, what are we waiting for?

Let’s get started!
As a result of attending this training, you will be able to: 

• Discuss the context in which positive classroom behavioral support 
(PCBS) practices are implemented

• Identify critical positive classroom behavior support (PCBS) 
practices

• Describe the key elements of effective professional development 
and implementation systems to support staff

• Provide an overview of the VT Classroom Behavior Practice 
Coaching (CPBC) Model

• Provide an example of CBPC in action 

• Brandi Simonsen
• Jennifer Freeman
• Steve Goodman
• Barbara Mitchell
• Jessica Swain-Bradway

• Brigid Flannery
• George Sugai
• Heather George
• Bob Putnam 
• Renee Bradley et al. 
(OSEP)

Acknowledgements for this Section
(Authors of Supporting and Responding to Student Behavior):

Do data indicate that students are still engaging in 
problem behavior?

PCBS Practices Decision-making Guide: 3 Key ?s

Are proactive and positive PCBS practices
implemented consistently?

Are the foundations of effective PCBS in place?

Effectively design the 
physical environment of 

the classroom

Develop & teach 
predictable classroom 

routines.

Post, define, & teach 3-5 
positive classroom 

expectations.+ +

Provide high rates of 
varied opportunities to 

respond.

Use prompts and active 
supervision.

Acknowledge behavior 
with specific praise & 

other strategies.+ +

Are students still 
engaging in 

problem behavior?

Are behaviors minor 
or major expectation 

violations?

Use brief, specific 
error correction & 
other strategies

How many students 
are involved (many 

or few)?

Review, adjust & 
intensify CWPBIS. 

Ask for help!

Request additional 
(tier 2 & 3) support 

for students. 

Well done! Monitor 
outcomes and adjust 

as needed

Do data indicate that students are still engaging in 
problem behavior?

Yes No

Minor Major

Many Few

Now, let’s focus on teachers.
As a result of attending this training, you will be able to: 

• Discuss the context in which positive classroom behavioral support 
(PCBS) practices are implemented

• Identify critical positive classroom behavior support (PCBS) 
practices

• Describe the key elements of effective professional development 
and implementation systems to support staff

• Provide an overview of the VT Classroom Behavior Practice 
Coaching (CPBC) Model

• Provide an example of CBPC in action 
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PBIS TECHNICAL BRIEF ON
SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT
TEACHERS’ IMPLEMENTATION
OF POSITIVE CLASSROOM
BEHAVIOR SUPPORT

Drs. Jennifer Freeman, Brandi 
Simonsen, Steve Goodman, Barb 
Mitchell, Heather George, Jessica 
Swain-Bradway, Kathleen Lane, Jeff 
Sprague, & Bob Putnam

Are the foundational systems in 
place to support PCBS practice 
implementation by all staff?

Do all staff know what PCBS 
practices to implement and if 
they’re doing it accurately?

Do data indicate that staff are 
implementing PCBS practices 
effectively?

PCBS Systems Action Planning Guide: 
3 Key Questions

PCPS implementation 
is a clear school and 

district priority

School and district 
resources are 

available to support 
PCBS implementation

School & district teams 
considered alignment 
and integration with 
other district priorities 

& initiatives
+ +

Clear expectations and explicit 
training about practices that 

should be implemented by all staff 

Coaching and/or regularly 
available performance feedback

on the use of PCBS practices+

Are staff implementing 
PCBS with fidelity?

Well done! Monitor 
outcomes and adjust as 

needed

Determine the number of 
classrooms needing 

support (many or a few)

Review and adjust 
universal support

Determine type and 
severity of 

implementation changes 
(minor or major)

Provide supplemental 
support to small groups 
of staff needing support

Consider individualized 
supports and other 
strategies for staff 
members needing 
intensified support. 

Do data indicate that staff are 
implementing PCBS practices 
effectively?

NoYes

Many Few

Minor Major

Tier 3
Intensive PD: Data-driven 

Consultation 
Tier 2

Targeted PD: Self-Management 
with Peer or Coaching Supports

Tier 1
Universal PD: Training & Self-

Management

Progress Monitoring 
Walk-through, Student Data 

Review, Teacher Collected Data

Universal Screening
Walk-through & Student Data 

Review

(adapted from Simonsen, MasSuga, Briere, Freeman, Myers, Scott, & Sugai, 2013)

Multi-tiered Framework of Professional Development Support

A State-Level Example of Supporting 
Teachers: Behavior Practice Coaching

As a result of attending this training, you will be able to: 

• Discuss the context in which positive classroom behavioral support 
(PCBS) practices are implemented

• Identify critical positive classroom behavior support (PCBS) 
practices

• Describe the key elements of effective professional development 
and implementation systems to support staff

• Provide an overview of the VT Classroom Behavior Practice 
Coaching (CPBC) Model

• Provide an example of CBPC in action 

Model

Three	Key	Questions
1. What	is	a	Classroom	Behavior	Practice	Coach?
2. Why	are	CBPC’s	important?
3. How	are	CBPC’s	trained	and	supported?

VTPBIS	BEST	Team

supports

Classroom	Behavior	
Practice	Coaches

who	
support

Teachers	within	
school(s)
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1. What is a 
Classroom 
Behavior Practice 
Coach (CBPC)?

• Support teachers' implementation of evidence-based classroom 
management practices (e.g., behavior specific praise, opportunities 
to respond, etc.)

• Provide direct training in specific classroom management skills

• Deliver performance feedback to teachers practicing the skills in the 
classroom

• Use a problem-solving consultation model to help teachers address 
specific problem behaviors

• Collect and analyze data to monitor the skills being developed

1. What is a Classroom 
Behavior Practice Coach?

2. Why are 
CBPCs 

Important?

In VT, Classroom ODRs > All other Locations

Implementing PCBS practices result in 
desired outcomes for students

Effective behavior 
support leads to:

Increase in 
Appropriate 

Behavior

Examples:
• On-Task
• Prosocial

Increase in 
Academic 

Achievement

Examples:
• Engagement
• Achievement

Decrease in 
Inappropriate 

Behavior

Examples:
• Off-Task
• Disruptive

(Lewis et al., 2004; Simonsen et al 2008)
(Childs et al. 2016; Mathews et al., 2014)

Increase in 
Sustainability

schools

3. How are CBPCs 
Trained and Supported?

• Supporting and 
Responding to 
Student Behavior

• Classroom 
Management 
Practice 
Checklist

• PBIS Technical 
Brief on Systems 
to Support 
Teachers’ 
Implementation of 
Positive 
Classroom 
Behavior Support 

• Self-
Assessment 
of Systems 
to Support 
PCBS

• Action Plan

Overview of Materials
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VT Behavior Practice Coaching
Overview of Training

Dec Webinar Overview for Administrators and Coaches

Jan In-Person Training Day Focus on Classroom Practices

Feb Webinar Focus on Data

Mar Webinar Focus on Coaching

Apr Webinar Focus on Problem Solving 

May In-Person Training Day Focus on Systems to Support Teachers

Jun Webinar Intensive Review

On-going E-Consultation via Discussion Board and Email

VT Behavior Practice Coaching
Expectations and Timelines

• Develop Multi-Tiered Framework for Supporting 
Educators’ Implementation 

• Work with leadership team to develop detailed action 
plan

• Collect pre-implementation (baseline) data Spring 2018

• Implement starting Fall 2018

• Collect on-going implementation data

VT Behavior Practice Coaching
Overview of Evaluation

• Existing Data
– Classroom Office Discipline Referrals (ODR)
– Classroom Item on Tiered Fidelity Inventory (TFI)

• Checklists During Training
– Classroom Management Assessment (CMA)
– Classroom Systems Assessment (CSA)

• Additional Sources of Data
– Classroom observations, etc.

A School-Level Example of Classroom 
Behavior Practice Coaching

As a result of attending this training, you will be able to: 

• Discuss the context in which positive classroom behavioral support 
(PCBS) practices are implemented

• Identify critical positive classroom behavior support (PCBS) 
practices

• Describe the key elements of effective professional development 
and implementation systems to support staff

• Provide an overview of the VT Classroom Behavior Practice 
Coaching (CPBC) Model

• Provide an example of CBPC in action 

4. What Does CBPC Look Like at 
Fair Haven Grade School?

Deborah Smith, Assistant Principal

Year One: PCBS Implementation at FHGS

Who are we?
Pre-K – 8th Grade
354 Students
63.5% FRL
20.9% Special Education
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PCPS implementation 
is a clear school and 

district priority

School and district 
resources are 

available to support 
PCBS implementation

School and district 
teams have considered 

alignment and 
integration of PCBS 

with other district 
priorities and initiatives

Systems to Support Implementation of PCBS

Clear expectations and 
explicit training about 

practices that should be 
implemented by all staff 

Coaching and/or regularly 
available performance 

feedback on the use of PCBS 
practices

+ +

+ +

How We Approached Implementation at FHGS
- What seemed to be the best fit for our culture 

(Technical Brief)

District Prioritized Goals
Ø SU will develop and implement a systematic and comprehensive approach to 

build upon the assets of students and support all learners academically and
behaviorally through the differentiation of the core curriculum, identified Tier 2 
and 3 Interventions and supports facilitated by strong, mindful distributed
Leadership

Ø All teachers in the SU will provide high quality instruction which involves 
research-based educational practices, instructional strategies, and 
interventions. All teachers will differentiate the curriculum to support student 
learning and achievement.

Ø Provide the necessary professional development to implement the 
Supervisory Union Action Plan. 

System Feature Description

District Objectives
Provide prevention and intervention services for students with emotional and 
behavioral challenges that interfere with their ability to access academics and 
assist them in developing social/emotional skill sets, coping strategies, conflict 
resolution, regular school attendance

Focus on implementing best instructional and assessment practices based on 
current research and data. 

FOUNDATIONAL SCHOOL-WIDE SYSTEMS

Ø PCPS implementation is a clear school and district priority

FOUNDATIONAL SCHOOL-WIDE SYSTEMS
System Feature Description

Ø School and district resources are available to support PCBS 
Implementation

Redefine Job Descriptions: Student 
Support Center/Planning Room Staff 
Defined as Behavior Coaches

Allocate funds from the general budget 
to support incidental expenses

FOUNDATIONAL SCHOOL-WIDE SYSTEMS
System Feature Description

Ø School and district resources are available to support PCBS 
Implementation

Teacher Leadership Team Support

- Provided Teacher Leadership Team with an overview of 
PCBS and solicited their input in how to train teachers 
and support implementation.

- With Teacher Leadership Team, we developed an action 
plan for training, implementation and support.

- Teacher leaders supported teachers with 
implementation through their cluster team meetings 
(i.e. primary, intermediate, middle, specialists, support 
services, IA’s)

FOUNDATIONAL SCHOOL-WIDE SYSTEMS
System Feature Description

Ø School and district teams have considered alignment and 
integration of PCBS with other district priorities and initiatives

Multi-Tiered System 
of Supports-
Response to Instruction and 
Intervention (MTSS-RtII) –
Reading and Math

District focus on MTSS-RtII - Social/Emotional 
with commitment to PBIS.

Explicit Professional Development, Coaching, and 
Performance Feedback Strategies
System Feature Description
Clear expectations and explicit training about practices that should be 
implemented by all staff 

July – Emailed teachers articles on Setting: Key strategies 
for designing the physical environment of the classroom to 
support behavior.

August – Provided overview PCBS training with emphasis on 
Foundations at opening SU in-service (2 sessions)

- Provided overview training at FHGS opening faculty 
meeting with emphasis on Routines and Expectations.
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Explicit Professional Development, Coaching, and 
Performance Feedback Strategies
System Feature Description
Clear expectations and explicit training about practices that should be 
implemented by all staff 

Provided teachers the afternoon to develop their classroom 
matrix of routines and the behavioral expectations within 
the routines following our school core values of Respect, 
Responsibility, and Safety.

Teachers needed to develop an instruction plan for teaching, 
modeling, and reinforcing the behavioral expectations and 
routines.

This image cannot currently be displayed.

This was a routine 
established after 

looking at the data!
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Explicit Professional Development, Coaching, and 
Performance Feedback Strategies
System Feature Description
Clear expectations and explicit training about practices that should be 
implemented by all staff 

Monthly Faculty meetings (1st Tuesday of the month)
- provided training once a month with a new prevention strategy

September                 Prompts and precorrection
October                      Acknowledgement
November                  Opportunities to Respond

Supervision (via email)
December                  Began Response Practices – Error Correction

Explicit Professional Development, Coaching, and 
Performance Feedback Strategies
System Feature Description
Coaching and/or regularly available performance feedback on the use 
of PCBS practices

Self Monitoring – after each explicit training with a new strategy, 
educators set a goal for improvement and used counters to track their 
frequency, collected data, and evaluated their progress. Data was shared 
with administration weekly.

Peer – Teacher Leaders would discuss target strategy during their 
cluster team meetings, review critical features, provide feedback, etc.

The next faculty meeting would begin with a circle discussion (using 
restorative justice practices) processing how the month went implementing 
the new strategy.

Explicit Professional Development, Coaching, and 
Performance Feedback Strategies
System Feature Description
Coaching and/or regularly available performance feedback on the use 
of PCBS practices

Positive Specific Praise Shout-Out Emails

Golden Falcon Award

Faculty meeting give-aways 
(gift card to Dunkin Donuts)

Handwritten Note of 
positive specific 
praise in the mailbox

Coaching – Focused on building trust

Explicit Professional Development, Coaching, and 
Performance Feedback Strategies
System Feature Description
Coaching and/or regularly available performance feedback on the use 
of PCBS practices

Provide walk-through observational data to individual teachers

Encourage teachers to plan for behavioral prompting, and 
behavioral positive specific praise when designing their lesson 
plan.

Coaching – Focused on building trust and not supervisory feedback

As a PBIS Leadership Team and Teacher Leader Team, we 
analyze SWIS data and identify target universal areas that need 
attention (review, model and reinforce expectations, change 
routine, etc.)

2018-2019 phase of implementation
Fair Haven Grade School

Ø Team of 10 attended Vermont PBIS – BEST Institute Targeted 
training.

Ø Reviewed roles and responsibilities of Classroom Behavior 
Practices Coaches and establish an action plan for the 2018-2019 
school year. 

Ø Planned professional development for additional strategies for 
responding to problem behavior.

Ø Planned for new teacher orientation training on the foundations 
of PCBS.

Ø Provided teachers time to review/build their matrix of routines 
and expectations for the 2018-2019 school year and develop 
lesson plans for teaching the routines and expectations.

Ø Provide teachers with opportunities to engage in peer 
observation.

2018-2019 Additional Steps

Ø Currently reviewing SWIS data in grade clusters (Primary, 
Intermediate, and Middle School levels) and identifying patterns/ 
needs at the universal level and targeted level for students.

Ø Currently reviewing SWIS data and identifying teachers that 
would benefit from additional supports with the implementation 
of classroom behavioral practices and pushing coaching in 
during those time periods to provide data, feedback and support 
with:
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Questions?

Thank you!!!

Brandi Simonsen
brandi.simonsen@uconn.edu

University of Connecticut

Amy Wheeler-Sutton
Amy.Wheeler-Sutton@uvm.edu

University of Vermont

Deborah Smith
dsmith@arsu.org

Fair Haven Grade School


